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In the beginning was a mysterious, ancient code...



...containing invaluable treasures...



...but decipherable only by very few initiated (the Gustave’s braves,
members of a sect located on the western outskirts of Paris)...



...but having pierced the code, and climbed some other stormy peaks...
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van Dalen 

‘Ihis paper presents a new approach to the general subject known as 
‘continuous functionals which includes computer-science oriented topics such as 
models of various A-calculi. 

Let us describe shortly the main features of this approach: a type is a collection 
of atomic ‘states’; if A is a type, an object of fype A is any superposition of atomic 
states. So an object of type A can be viewed as a sum Crrti ma l a, where the 
‘vectors’ a represent the atomic states, and the m,‘s are cardinal numbers (in 
good cases integers) counting the multiplicities of each atomic state. So this 
differs from current constructions in two ways: 

(i) because we count multiplicities (instead of just considering whether a state 
is present), 

(ii) because no inner compatibility between the states is required: all combina- 
tions are accepted. 

Let us say shortly that for the usual types of data, this makes a reasonable 
sense: certain combmations represent the usual outputs of computations, and 
general combinations are just formal superpositions of these usual outputs: such 
superpositions are made natural to consider if we think of parallel programs (then 
orders of multiplicity count the number of ways of getting the answer: typically in 
the case of the parallel ‘or’, if we have an atomic state T for ‘true’, then 
Tar = 2 l T, because there are two ways to compute the value. . .), but also of 
random programs, where we can consider the superposition of all possible 
outputs depending on the random choices made during the execution. Section 4 
which is quite poor in results, gives some idea how to interpret recursive functions 
in that framework. 

The origin of the work was in the need for some lin between say functionals 
of finite type and H&logic. The results of [S, Ch. XII] tre certainly of interest in 
this connection (see for instance the remarkable work of Pgppinghaus [7]) but 
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Abstract. The familiar connective of negation is broken into two operations: linear negation which 
is the purely negative part of negation and the modality “of course” which has the meaning of 
a reaffirmation. Following this basic discovery, a completely new approach to the whole area 
between constructive logics and programmation is initiated. 
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* Because of its length and novelty this paper has not been subjected to the normal process of 
refereeing. The editor is prepared to share with the autilor any criticism that eventually will be expressed 
concerning this work. 
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“Concrete domains” 
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The original version of this paper appeared as a technical report 15 years ago [28], 
based on the work carried out at Edinburgh University in the Fall of 1975. The ideas 
and concepts introduced in this work have been widely referenced and have become 
the basis for a significant body of foundational research on semantics of programming 
languages. The purpose of this introduction is to sketch the background for this 
research and to mention briefly some of this later work, thus placing the paper in 
context. 

Christopher Strachey’s [40] work on the formal description of programming 
language concepts raised problems concerning the nature and existence of semantic 
models for /2-calculi. Dana Scott developed a theory of domains and continuous 
functions that established adequate mathematical foundations for Strachey’s semantic 
descriptions and formed the basis for the denotational approach to semantics, ad- 
vocated in [37] and later applied to a wide variety of programming languages 
[39,34,42,24]. Semantic domains were typically taken to be complete lattices [38] or 
more general kinds of complete partial order [38, 251, the precise combination of 
order-theoretic assumptions being chosen to suit the application and often justified by 
appealing to intuitive arguments concerning computability. A good survey of domain 
theory is provided in [24]. 

However, these semantic treatments typically make no intrinsic distinction between 
domains used to represent data and domains used to represent procedures or func- 
tions. For certain purposes it seems appropriate to make such distinctions: for 
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Abstract. We provide a sequential denotational semantics for sequential programming languages,
based on a new notion of sequential algorithm on the Kahn-Plotkin concrete data structures.
Intuitively an algorithm may be seen either as a concrete object - a "program" in a simple
output-driven language - or as an abstract object - the pair of a sequential function and of a
computation strategy for it. The concrete and abstract presentations are equivalent, as shown
by a representation theorem. The algorithms form a cartesian closed category with straightforward
solutions to recursive domain equations. Hence they may replace functions in the denotational
semantics of any sequential language. An applicative programming language based on sequential
algorithms is presented in a companion paper.

1. Introduction

The term "sequential programming language" is often used when referring to
languages such as ALGOL, PASCAL, LISP etc... The quoted phenomenon is the
existence of a "natural" order in the evaluation of program pieces, which is usually
implicit in the definition of their operational behaviour (some attempts for a formal
definition are presented in [3, 12]). Our purpose is to present a "sequential"
denotational semantics for the sequential programming languages, with application
to completeness and optimality results, to data structure definition and to coroutine
systems. The present paper is devoted to a theoretical study of the basic objects
of our semantics: sequential algorithms between Kahn-Plotkin's concrete data
structures [14]. In another paper [7] we build a functional programming language
based on algorithms, which is a generalization of both Milner's applicative language
ML [11] and Kahn-MacQueen's coroutine system [13]. Many intuitions and
examples may be found in [7].

The classical denotational semantics of Scott-Strachey [29, 19] is usually presen
ted in the category of complete partial orders and continuous functions, where no
reference is made to sequentiality. Plotkin [24] and Milner [21] have shown that
this leads to an intrinsic incompleteness of the semantics W.r. t. program equivalence:
two procedures which differ in the denotational semantics may very well be opera-
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Abstract 
We show that Kahn-Plotkin sequentiality can be ex- 
pressed by a preservation property similar to stability 
and that this kind of generalized stability can be ex- 
tended to higher order, giving rise to a new model of 
PCF. 

Introduction 
One of the main goals of denotational semantics is to 
find as adequate models as possible of urely func- 
tional programming languages like PCF b], [3]. This 
consists in finding Cartesian closed categories of do- 
mains where there are “as few points as possible”, 
aiming at a situation where any finite point is defin- 
able by a term of PCF. In that situation, the model is 
fully abstract (see [SI). In this research, most people 
have followed the rule of not making any reference to 
the syntax of PCF in the constructions of domains. 
By the nature of the problem, that rule seems very 
sound, and we follow it. 
The problem of full abstraction is still open, but sev- 
eral significative steps have been performed in the di- 
rection of its solution. 
Plotkin [9] remarked that the presence of functions like 
“parallel or’’ in the Scott models prevents them from 
being fully abstract. Kahn, Plotkin ([SI) and Milner 
[B] tried to solve this problem by adding different “se- 
quentiality” constraints on morphisms which turned 
out to be equivalent (at least for first order functions). 
However, they could not define any Cartesian closed 
category of sequential functions. 
These works gave rise to two main developments. The 
first one consisted in weakening the notion of sequen- 
tiality in a property extendable to higher orders, and 
this is what Berry [l] did introducing stable semantics. 
The second one, carried out by Berry and Curien (see 
[2]) was to stick firmly to the Kahn-Plotkin’s notion 
of sequentiality, but the price to pay was the impos- 
sibility of keeping functions as morphisms; they were 
obliged to switch to sequential algorithms. 
The model presented here is more in the spirit of the 
former development firstly because the morphisms of 
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our category are functions and secondly because they 
are characterized by a preservation property similar to 
stability, this is why we call them “strongly stable”. 
Indeed, in this model, the domains are endowed with 
a certain notion of “coherence” which is a predicate 
on the set of their finite subsets. A function has then 
to preserve this coherence and to commute with the 
glbs of coherent set. The interesting phenomenon is 
that Kahn-Plotkin sequentiality may be expressed in 
these terms. The main result is then the construc- 
tion of a model where all morphisms are functions 
and, at ground types, these functions are sequential. 
The trouble with Kahn-Plotkin sequentiality is that it 
seems not to make sense a t  higher order in a model 
where morphisms are functions. This is why the ques- 
tion whether functionals of this model are sequential 
or not is probably unrelevant. However it would be 
interesting to find a connection with the category of 
sequential algorithms. 

1 Qualitative domains and coherence 

We recall here some definitions and results about sta- 
ble semantics as presented by Girard in [5]. 

spaces 

Definition 1 A qualitative domain (QD) is a pair (1x1, X )  where 1x1 is a set and X is a subset of’P(lXl) 
such that 

0EX. 

v u  E 1x1 { U }  E X  . 
VxEXVyC_x yEX. 

For any c-directed subset D of X we have U D E X. 

Furthermore, 1x1 will always be countable. 
W e  say that X is a coherence space if 

2 E X  28 V U , b E 3 :  { u , b } E X  
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Let us describe shortly the main features of this approach: a type is a collection 
of atomic ‘states’; if A is a type, an object of fype A is any superposition of atomic 
states. So an object of type A can be viewed as a sum Crrti ma l a, where the 
‘vectors’ a represent the atomic states, and the m,‘s are cardinal numbers (in 
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differs from current constructions in two ways: 

(i) because we count multiplicities (instead of just considering whether a state 
is present), 

(ii) because no inner compatibility between the states is required: all combina- 
tions are accepted. 

Let us say shortly that for the usual types of data, this makes a reasonable 
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general combinations are just formal superpositions of these usual outputs: such 
superpositions are made natural to consider if we think of parallel programs (then 
orders of multiplicity count the number of ways of getting the answer: typically in 
the case of the parallel ‘or’, if we have an atomic state T for ‘true’, then 
Tar = 2 l T, because there are two ways to compute the value. . .), but also of 
random programs, where we can consider the superposition of all possible 
outputs depending on the random choices made during the execution. Section 4 
which is quite poor in results, gives some idea how to interpret recursive functions 
in that framework. 
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Abstract. We provide a sequential denotational semantics for sequential programming languages,
based on a new notion of sequential algorithm on the Kahn-Plotkin concrete data structures.
Intuitively an algorithm may be seen either as a concrete object - a "program" in a simple
output-driven language - or as an abstract object - the pair of a sequential function and of a
computation strategy for it. The concrete and abstract presentations are equivalent, as shown
by a representation theorem. The algorithms form a cartesian closed category with straightforward
solutions to recursive domain equations. Hence they may replace functions in the denotational
semantics of any sequential language. An applicative programming language based on sequential
algorithms is presented in a companion paper.

1. Introduction

The term "sequential programming language" is often used when referring to
languages such as ALGOL, PASCAL, LISP etc... The quoted phenomenon is the
existence of a "natural" order in the evaluation of program pieces, which is usually
implicit in the definition of their operational behaviour (some attempts for a formal
definition are presented in [3, 12]). Our purpose is to present a "sequential"
denotational semantics for the sequential programming languages, with application
to completeness and optimality results, to data structure definition and to coroutine
systems. The present paper is devoted to a theoretical study of the basic objects
of our semantics: sequential algorithms between Kahn-Plotkin's concrete data
structures [14]. In another paper [7] we build a functional programming language
based on algorithms, which is a generalization of both Milner's applicative language
ML [11] and Kahn-MacQueen's coroutine system [13]. Many intuitions and
examples may be found in [7].

The classical denotational semantics of Scott-Strachey [29, 19] is usually presen
ted in the category of complete partial orders and continuous functions, where no
reference is made to sequentiality. Plotkin [24] and Milner [21] have shown that
this leads to an intrinsic incompleteness of the semantics W.r. t. program equivalence:
two procedures which differ in the denotational semantics may very well be opera-
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pressed by a preservation property similar to stability 
and that this kind of generalized stability can be ex- 
tended to higher order, giving rise to a new model of 
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Introduction 
One of the main goals of denotational semantics is to 
find as adequate models as possible of urely func- 
tional programming languages like PCF b], [3]. This 
consists in finding Cartesian closed categories of do- 
mains where there are “as few points as possible”, 
aiming at a situation where any finite point is defin- 
able by a term of PCF. In that situation, the model is 
fully abstract (see [SI). In this research, most people 
have followed the rule of not making any reference to 
the syntax of PCF in the constructions of domains. 
By the nature of the problem, that rule seems very 
sound, and we follow it. 
The problem of full abstraction is still open, but sev- 
eral significative steps have been performed in the di- 
rection of its solution. 
Plotkin [9] remarked that the presence of functions like 
“parallel or’’ in the Scott models prevents them from 
being fully abstract. Kahn, Plotkin ([SI) and Milner 
[B] tried to solve this problem by adding different “se- 
quentiality” constraints on morphisms which turned 
out to be equivalent (at least for first order functions). 
However, they could not define any Cartesian closed 
category of sequential functions. 
These works gave rise to two main developments. The 
first one consisted in weakening the notion of sequen- 
tiality in a property extendable to higher orders, and 
this is what Berry [l] did introducing stable semantics. 
The second one, carried out by Berry and Curien (see 
[2]) was to stick firmly to the Kahn-Plotkin’s notion 
of sequentiality, but the price to pay was the impos- 
sibility of keeping functions as morphisms; they were 
obliged to switch to sequential algorithms. 
The model presented here is more in the spirit of the 
former development firstly because the morphisms of 
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our category are functions and secondly because they 
are characterized by a preservation property similar to 
stability, this is why we call them “strongly stable”. 
Indeed, in this model, the domains are endowed with 
a certain notion of “coherence” which is a predicate 
on the set of their finite subsets. A function has then 
to preserve this coherence and to commute with the 
glbs of coherent set. The interesting phenomenon is 
that Kahn-Plotkin sequentiality may be expressed in 
these terms. The main result is then the construc- 
tion of a model where all morphisms are functions 
and, at ground types, these functions are sequential. 
The trouble with Kahn-Plotkin sequentiality is that it 
seems not to make sense a t  higher order in a model 
where morphisms are functions. This is why the ques- 
tion whether functionals of this model are sequential 
or not is probably unrelevant. However it would be 
interesting to find a connection with the category of 
sequential algorithms. 

1 Qualitative domains and coherence 

We recall here some definitions and results about sta- 
ble semantics as presented by Girard in [5]. 
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such that 
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* Because of its length and novelty this paper has not been subjected to the normal process of 
refereeing. The editor is prepared to share with the autilor any criticism that eventually will be expressed 
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The original version of this paper appeared as a technical report 15 years ago [28], 
based on the work carried out at Edinburgh University in the Fall of 1975. The ideas 
and concepts introduced in this work have been widely referenced and have become 
the basis for a significant body of foundational research on semantics of programming 
languages. The purpose of this introduction is to sketch the background for this 
research and to mention briefly some of this later work, thus placing the paper in 
context. 

Christopher Strachey’s [40] work on the formal description of programming 
language concepts raised problems concerning the nature and existence of semantic 
models for /2-calculi. Dana Scott developed a theory of domains and continuous 
functions that established adequate mathematical foundations for Strachey’s semantic 
descriptions and formed the basis for the denotational approach to semantics, ad- 
vocated in [37] and later applied to a wide variety of programming languages 
[39,34,42,24]. Semantic domains were typically taken to be complete lattices [38] or 
more general kinds of complete partial order [38, 251, the precise combination of 
order-theoretic assumptions being chosen to suit the application and often justified by 
appealing to intuitive arguments concerning computability. A good survey of domain 
theory is provided in [24]. 

However, these semantic treatments typically make no intrinsic distinction between 
domains used to represent data and domains used to represent procedures or func- 
tions. For certain purposes it seems appropriate to make such distinctions: for 
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Abstract. We provide a sequential denotational semantics for sequential programming languages,
based on a new notion of sequential algorithm on the Kahn-Plotkin concrete data structures.
Intuitively an algorithm may be seen either as a concrete object - a "program" in a simple
output-driven language - or as an abstract object - the pair of a sequential function and of a
computation strategy for it. The concrete and abstract presentations are equivalent, as shown
by a representation theorem. The algorithms form a cartesian closed category with straightforward
solutions to recursive domain equations. Hence they may replace functions in the denotational
semantics of any sequential language. An applicative programming language based on sequential
algorithms is presented in a companion paper.

1. Introduction

The term "sequential programming language" is often used when referring to
languages such as ALGOL, PASCAL, LISP etc... The quoted phenomenon is the
existence of a "natural" order in the evaluation of program pieces, which is usually
implicit in the definition of their operational behaviour (some attempts for a formal
definition are presented in [3, 12]). Our purpose is to present a "sequential"
denotational semantics for the sequential programming languages, with application
to completeness and optimality results, to data structure definition and to coroutine
systems. The present paper is devoted to a theoretical study of the basic objects
of our semantics: sequential algorithms between Kahn-Plotkin's concrete data
structures [14]. In another paper [7] we build a functional programming language
based on algorithms, which is a generalization of both Milner's applicative language
ML [11] and Kahn-MacQueen's coroutine system [13]. Many intuitions and
examples may be found in [7].

The classical denotational semantics of Scott-Strachey [29, 19] is usually presen
ted in the category of complete partial orders and continuous functions, where no
reference is made to sequentiality. Plotkin [24] and Milner [21] have shown that
this leads to an intrinsic incompleteness of the semantics W.r. t. program equivalence:
two procedures which differ in the denotational semantics may very well be opera-
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Abstract 
We show that Kahn-Plotkin sequentiality can be ex- 
pressed by a preservation property similar to stability 
and that this kind of generalized stability can be ex- 
tended to higher order, giving rise to a new model of 
PCF. 

Introduction 
One of the main goals of denotational semantics is to 
find as adequate models as possible of urely func- 
tional programming languages like PCF b], [3]. This 
consists in finding Cartesian closed categories of do- 
mains where there are “as few points as possible”, 
aiming at a situation where any finite point is defin- 
able by a term of PCF. In that situation, the model is 
fully abstract (see [SI). In this research, most people 
have followed the rule of not making any reference to 
the syntax of PCF in the constructions of domains. 
By the nature of the problem, that rule seems very 
sound, and we follow it. 
The problem of full abstraction is still open, but sev- 
eral significative steps have been performed in the di- 
rection of its solution. 
Plotkin [9] remarked that the presence of functions like 
“parallel or’’ in the Scott models prevents them from 
being fully abstract. Kahn, Plotkin ([SI) and Milner 
[B] tried to solve this problem by adding different “se- 
quentiality” constraints on morphisms which turned 
out to be equivalent (at least for first order functions). 
However, they could not define any Cartesian closed 
category of sequential functions. 
These works gave rise to two main developments. The 
first one consisted in weakening the notion of sequen- 
tiality in a property extendable to higher orders, and 
this is what Berry [l] did introducing stable semantics. 
The second one, carried out by Berry and Curien (see 
[2]) was to stick firmly to the Kahn-Plotkin’s notion 
of sequentiality, but the price to pay was the impos- 
sibility of keeping functions as morphisms; they were 
obliged to switch to sequential algorithms. 
The model presented here is more in the spirit of the 
former development firstly because the morphisms of 
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our category are functions and secondly because they 
are characterized by a preservation property similar to 
stability, this is why we call them “strongly stable”. 
Indeed, in this model, the domains are endowed with 
a certain notion of “coherence” which is a predicate 
on the set of their finite subsets. A function has then 
to preserve this coherence and to commute with the 
glbs of coherent set. The interesting phenomenon is 
that Kahn-Plotkin sequentiality may be expressed in 
these terms. The main result is then the construc- 
tion of a model where all morphisms are functions 
and, at ground types, these functions are sequential. 
The trouble with Kahn-Plotkin sequentiality is that it 
seems not to make sense a t  higher order in a model 
where morphisms are functions. This is why the ques- 
tion whether functionals of this model are sequential 
or not is probably unrelevant. However it would be 
interesting to find a connection with the category of 
sequential algorithms. 

1 Qualitative domains and coherence 

We recall here some definitions and results about sta- 
ble semantics as presented by Girard in [5]. 

spaces 

Definition 1 A qualitative domain (QD) is a pair (1x1, X )  where 1x1 is a set and X is a subset of’P(lXl) 
such that 

0EX. 

v u  E 1x1 { U }  E X  . 
VxEXVyC_x yEX. 

For any c-directed subset D of X we have U D E X. 

Furthermore, 1x1 will always be countable. 
W e  say that X is a coherence space if 

2 E X  28 V U , b E 3 :  { u , b } E X  
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...uhmm, I praise myself...
the fact is that strong

stability was defined here
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We present a new model of classical linear logic based on the notion of strong stability that
was introduced recently in a work about sequentiality written jointly with Antonio Bucciarelli.

1. Introduction

In the denotational semantics of purely functional languages (such as PCF (Plotkin 1977;
Berry et al. 1985)), types are interpreted as objects and programs as morphisms in a
cartesian closed category (CCC for short). Usually, the objects of this category are at
least Scott domains, and the morphisms are at least continuous functions. One carefully
avoids making any reference to the syntax of the language in defining such a model; the
goal of semantics is to express precisely, and in a "purely abstract way", some interesting
properties of the language.

One of these properties is "continuity". It corresponds to the basic fact that any
computation that terminates can use only a finite amount of data. The corresponding
semantics of PCF is the continuous one, where objects are Scott domains, and morphisms
are continuous functions.

But the continuous semantics does not capture an important property of computations
in PCF, namely "determinism". It is much harder to model abstractly the idea of deter-
minism. Vuillemin and Milner produced the first (equivalent) definitions of sequentiality.
Kahn and Plotkin (1978) generalized this notion of sequentiality. More precisely, they
defined a category of "concrete domains" (represented by "concrete data structures") and
of sequential functions.

We shall begin with an intuitive description of what sequentiality is, in the framework
of concrete data structures (CDS's). A CDS D, very roughly, is a Scott domain equipped
with a notion of "places" or "cells". An element of D is a partial piece of data, where
some cells are filled, and others are not. A cell can be filled, in general, by different values.
(Think of the cartesian product of two ground types: there are two cells corresponding
to the two places one can fill in a couple.) In a CDS, an element x is less than an element
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Stability and sequentiality: one very same pattern

stability sequentiality

“Circumstantiated” dI-domains and stable functions
Concrete domains and sequential functions
Concrete data structures and sequential algorithms

Algebraic Qualitative domains and cm functions QD with coherence and strongly stable functions

Linear Coherence spaces Hypercoherences



Thank you all, and cheers, Thomas!


